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Overview 
 

About the Release Notes 

The Release Notes are a comprehensive user guide for the latest release of Mambu. The Mambu 
Release Notes give you everything you need to get up and running with the new features and 
enhancements in the latest release. 

What’s Included in the Release Notes 

For every new major enhancement, the Release Notes provide: 

● A high-level description of the functionality 
● Implementation tips to help you get started with setup and administration 
● Tips to help you maximize the benefits 

Beyond the major new features, there may be additional enhancements or functional changes which 
will be included along with a brief description. 

Your Feedback Matters 

We know how important the Release Notes, online help, and documentation are to your company's 
success with Mambu. To continually improve the service we deliver to you, we want to know what 
works and what doesn't. Let us know by contacting support@mambu.com or your account manager. 
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1. Improvements 

[CORE-1305] - Do not consider the accounts with 0 interest rate 
when trying to apply interest along with a GL Accounts Closure 
When performing GL Accounts Closure the interest is applied on all accounts that don’t have 
it applied on time, right before creating the Closure, in order to have the situation up-to-date. 
The accounts that require the interest to be applied are determined by using a query. The 
query creates some performance issues on the accounts that didn’t have interest applied. 
In V7.13, Mambu fixed this issue and the accounts with interest rate equal to 0 will not be 
considered when trying to apply interest along with GL Accounts Closure. 
 
[CUS-173] - Improve performance on querying notification 
messages table on CRON 
With CUS-173 we added a performance improvement for larger size notifications so cron 
jobs runtimes have now decreased. 

2. Bug Fixes 

[ADM-554] - Incorrect behavior for Clients sheet when trying to 
import using copy-paste 
When copy pasting data from a report to another (either after a revert or error correction) the 
data pasted into the new report was identified as not correct. With ADM-554, data is 
correctly processed even if it was copy-paste from a previous version of the file. 
 
[ADM-932] - An exception is thrown when trying to import an user 
link CF with an invalid value 
When importing data, if linked custom fields were used, the import would have been 
successful but the fields would remain empty after import. With this fix, the fields are 
processed correctly if the values are valid and specific errors are thrown if the values used 
are invalid. 
 
[ADM-944] -  Exception is thrown when trying to Export a risk report 
for overdrafts filtered by arrears age for a specific branch 
When trying to export a risk report for overdrafts filtered by arrears age for a specific branch, 
an error was thrown in the console log instead of the report being successfully exported. 
With this fix, the report is now successfully generated. 
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[CUS-1216] - Internal error received when transactionChannelId is 
used as sorting criteria for search endpoints 
When using API 1.0 search endpoints for savings and loans transactions, an internal error 
was thrown when using transactionChannelId as sorting criteria as it was not handled by the 
endpoint. With CUS-1216, we now handle transaction channel ID as sorting criteria and 
responses are sent as expected. 
 

[DEP-465] - Should not be possible to make an Authorization Hold 
Request if Overdraft is expired 
When the Overdraft was expired and there was no Available Balance on the Current 
Account, it was still possible to make an Authorisation Hold. Mambu has corrected this 
behaviour for this scenario, as such if there is no Available Balance and the Overdraft is 
expired, then the Hold on the account is not permitted.  

 
Production release date: Wednesday, 3rd of October, 2018 
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